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T

he Pacific Northwest hums with
a thriving car culture. For some
MINI owners, a year of social
distancing has made their common car
bond—and texting game—stronger. It’s
a Friday workday, and the chat thread of
a few MINI friends is incessantly pinging
phones. A scroll reveals someone has
found a link to an obscure car part called
a spat extension. It quickly becomes the
crack-up word of the day. Someone else
posts a photo of stock brake pads nearly
run down to the backing plate. Requisite
shame GIFs pepper the screen. Others
start a side chat to prep for an upcoming
Avants track day at PIR: tire swaps and
who’s getting the suite for evening debrief
cocktails? Then there is the glitter. The
Justa (as in “just a MINI” base model) of
the group sports a custom, shimmery
interior. “Dash runs on a fine mix of
gasoline and glitter,” jokes Kelly, Dash’s
owner. Within minutes, someone uploads
scrap paper engineering schematics for
the drop-stanced little car. The friends’
emojied delight is a digital echo across the
wearying distance of a pandemic.
The pure joy and camaraderie of MINI
owners spans both geographical distance,
and six decades. With so many small,
economical cars as options, what’s so
special about a MINI? Can we respect
a car whose most popular adjective is
“cute”? Owners extoll the virtues of their
grocery-getters turned country road
corner-carvers. Who hasn’t heard the
phrase “MINIs are real go-karts!” Cue
the bystander’s chuckle, the polite nod
toward the striped bonnet, the shiny
peek of an exhaust tip below a compact
little backside. Now, watch for the wry
smile of a MINI owner whose passenger
erupts in laughter the moment some 180
horsepower funnels directly through the
short, sturdy front wheelbase, propelling
the car low and agile into a corner.
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As a heritage marque of over 60 years,
MINI has successfully managed to
continually
reinvent
itself—without
changing all that much. Much of this is
due to the original genius of the car’s
design. But the quiet fact of MINI’s
legacy sits in the driver’s seat, quite
literally. A cult following made way for
steadfast community. One local MINI
owner summarized the culture this way:
“The cars are so damn much fun to drive,
and I’ve never had a car that came with
built-in friends.”
HANG ON A MINUTE LADS,
I HAVE A GREAT IDEA
Perhaps the friendships of Mini designer
Alec Issigonis can be considered the
first bonds built in the Mini legacy. An
engineering genius in his own right,
Issigonis’ designs would ultimately
be impacted by his connections with
suspension engineer Dr. Alex Moulton,
and race car developer and driver John
Cooper. Through these relationships, a
practical-yet-unexpectedly sporty car
was born, a shift from utilitarian-focused
transports.
Issigonis had already become known for
his novel engineering of an independent
suspension system in the 1948
Morris Minor. That, along with steering
improvements, provided a greater degree
of handling feedback for the driver, likely
the roots of not only “getting there,” but
enjoying the drive along the way.
As it is with life, innovation often begins
with crisis. The end of WWII saw rapid
progress in the evolution of the small car.
But the mid-1950s skirmish at the Suez
Canal bottlenecked oil imports. British
Motor Corporation tasked Alec Issigonis
to develop a petrol-sipping, compact
vehicle that could fit four passengers and
their luggage—no easy feat in a 10-foot-
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EVOLUTION
OF MINI
1959—1990s
Classic Mini
1969
“The Italian Job”
2000—2006
First Generation
2003
The Italian Job
2006
John Cooper Works GP1
2007—2013
Second Generation
2013
John Cooper Works GP2
2014—Present
Third Generation
2020
MINI Cooper SE – All Electric
2021
John Cooper Works GP3
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long car. Tablecloths and napkins came
to bear Issigonis’ meticulous design
sketches. He kept the front-wheel
drive format of his Morris Minor, but
repositioned the engine transversely,
pushed all four wheels to the corners,
and incorporated a rubber cone
suspension design, originally developed
by his friend, Alex Moulton. The first
Mini prototypes were quick, reaching
speeds of more than 90 mph—fun, but
too fast for first iterations of brakes
and suspension. In 1959, the public
was introduced to the Morris MiniMinor and the Austin Se7en. The Mini,
as it would come to be known, was
a compact package of modernized
handling, with a top speed of around
72 mph.
GETTA BLOOMIN’ MOVE ON
It wouldn’t take long for John Cooper,
Formula racecar designer and long-time
friend of Issigonis, to take an interest in
the Mini. The car had begun to make
an impression in the local racing scene,
as drivers quickly learned to capitalize
on the drifting ability of the frontwheel design. What the car lacked in
horsepower it delivered exponentially
in the corners. Issigonis’ own forays in
homegrown, lightweight race cars made
it an easy decision to partner with John
Cooper on a more powerful version of
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the Mini. With a higher capacity engine,
modified gearbox and front disk braking
system, the “S” model was born.
Here is where the story of the marque
takes its first real turn away from
charming people-mover to motorsports
contender.
The early 1960s saw
Mini earn major race and rally wins
by drivers like Pat Moss and Paddy
Hopkirk. What began with disbelieving
laughter and eye rolls soon turned
to outright appreciation of the Mini’s
tenacious, albeit unassuming, package.
Sales surged. Pop culture buzzed with
the unique little car, helped along by
celebrity ownership, and, of course, one
of the greatest, terrible-ending films of
all time, “The Italian Job”. For the next
40 years, Mini remained a favorite, in
and out of the U.K. Each new generation
delighted in the practical yet clever car.
Avants member Martin Wild describes
the pure go-kart nature of the family’s
Classic Mini. “It doesn’t have a bunch of
power but turn-in is instant and brakes
are rarely needed in the corners; it’s so
nimble and toss-able.”
BMW took over Mini production in
2000, producing a decidedly bulkier,
longer, and rounder version, along
with the introduction of a 4-cyclinder,
supercharged engine. (Ask any firstgeneration MINI fan what they like
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As a heritage marque of over 60 years,
MINI has successfully managed to
continually reinvent itself—without
changing all that much.... a cult following
made way for steadfast community.
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most. The answer? The sound of the
supercharger.)
The revamped icon
became what we now know as MINI.
Despite several hiccups of reinvention,
BMW has stayed the course to
successfully produce a snappy, delightful
corner-chaser in the guise of a humble
city navigator.
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IT’S CAPER TIME

the perfect car to make commuting feel
like one’s own private backroad time
trial. John Prentice, local MINI owner
explained the appeal of MINI this way:
“You can thrash this car, tires wailing on
the edge of traction, foot pinned to the
floorboard, feeling the weight transfer
as you trail-brake deep into your favorite
exit ramp. And that’s all at the posted
speed limit!”

The modern MINI is a torquey little
beast that’s as adept at tackling Turn 3
at Pacific Raceways as it is loading up a
Costco supply run. Change out the stock
run-flats and add some rain, it may be

With the BMW redesign of MINI came
an infusion of performance-specific
packages and modifications.
Ben
Adams’ 2014 chili red Roadster is one
such example of this philosophy: take

a small car and make it purely for fun.
The soft-top two-seater isn’t much for
grocery hauls but throw in an upgraded
limited slip differential and a tune and it
manages to give most cars a working over
in the tightest of corners. Ben adds that
driving the minimalist Roadster is about
experiencing every sensory input—wind,
road noise, feel—cranked to an 11.
In 2006, with the introduction of the
limited edition, track-specific John
Cooper Works GP, MINI further
emphasized its desire to stand apart as
a performance car. A tweak of the ECU
and traction control systems, as well as
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reduced weight, bigger brakes, upgraded
suspension and an enhanced body aero
design made the GP the fastest, torqueist
MINI yet.
Maybe the only MINI in the line-up
that specifically set out to dispel the
“cute” moniker is the 2021 JCW GP3.
Beneath its beefy rear wing and headscratching wheel arches pulses a Hulk-
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version strand of MINI DNA. The fastest
production MINI ever made boasts a
300+ HP with a near-unruly 331 lbs of
torque. Having only been on the scene a
few short months, the newest kid on the
block is quickly earning its track cred.
The MINI JCW GP has been
manufactured approximately every
7 years, with worldwide production

numbers between 2000-3000. The
United States sees about 500 imported
per cycle. Locally, the ratio of these
special edition MINIs is uniquely high.
It’s not uncommon to find all three
generations of GP at the local tracks
and AutoX. Avants alone has at least
six GP owners, possibly more, several
which were procured in cross-country
adventures.

YOU’RE ONLY SUPPOSED TO
BLOW THE BLOODY DOORS OFF!
While the world remains in love with
the German-hearted, British-boned
hot hatch, much of the appeal is an
embedded culture of “you-ification.”
MINI is a sporty, blank-canvas of unique
possibilities. Unspoken rules in the MINI
community allow for nearly any manner

of expression, from vinyl wraps, decals,
and funky color combos to custom
mechanical mods. Respectful fist bumps
go to the ones that pull it off in subtle,
unexpected ways. Which brings us back
to that glitter. Kelly’s base model MINI
earned its cool factor as a garage sleeper
turned scrappy comic book character,
a design created and deployed with her
husband, John. Dash runs with a unicorn

print headliner and dashboard, quad
rally lights, deep-dish wheels, and an
air suspension that might make Dr. Dre
pause. All packaged up with a carefully
placed, offset racing stripe to cover up
some imperfections in the paint. You get
creative when you’re busy customizing
a MINI’s boot to hold a large air tank
and compressor.
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The modern MINI is a torquey little beast that’s
as adept at tackling Turn 3 at Pacific Raceways
as it is loading up a Costco supply run.
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Joann and Rob MacCaul picked up their
1972 Mark VI Rover Mini to complement
a stable of his and hers Roadsters. The
Classic Mini, known as Nigel, sports
a satiny Vampire Red Silk wrap and
checkerboard top. One would never know
it was driven home in creamy Whitehall
Beige. Likewise, Kerrie McLaughlin’s
stunning Starlight Blue third-generation
Cooper S began innocently enough as
a fairly standard commuter. But add
a JCW exhaust system, blackout trim,
racing stripes, perfect tint, and some
AutoX sessions, and the daily is a fledging
track star.
ON DAYS LIKE THESE
On the day of the Avants photoshoot, a
small band of masked friends and Puget
Sound MINI Club members gather as
the sun begins to warm the early spring
Saturday. Some friends haven’t seen
each other in person for close to a year.
Holding back hugs, they instead gravitate
from MINI to MINI. They admire John
Walker’s complete rebuild of a oncebroken down, backyard basketcase of
an R56, now dubbed Walter. Nigel and
Creampuff, the Classics, invoke giggles
for their tiny stature next to their bulkier
BMW cousins.
The 2006 GP1 of the group, owned by
Kurt Hammond, needs a little air in its
tires. There’s a bit of cajoling that Kurt,
aka “Mod MINI” of YouTube fame, has
to borrow an inflator. He began creating
MINI repair and maintenance how-to
videos in 2014, after years of upgrading
and track driving his first MINI, a 2004
Cooper S. The response to his content
was overwhelming and his channel now
has over 50,000 subscribers. He scoffs
at friends teasing him about his semi-
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celebrity status, preferring to stay behind
the camera and let the cars and the tools
be the stars.
Looking around, it’s obvious that the
beauty of the moment isn’t the way
morning lights up polished chrome
or highlights the symmetry of four
generations of perfect MINIs. The true
energy of the moment comes from the
people leaning against the stripped
bonnets and open doors. Smiles radiate
through body language. New friends
are made on this day, and old friends
belly laugh over a thousand memories
created with their MINIs. Soon, it’s time
to motor. The sound of a 60-year legacy
rumbles and pops from cold exhausts,
through jokes let loose across crackling
2-way radios. The day begins, with miles
of cornering delight, lots of waves, and
plenty of glitter.
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